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Abstract 
We prove that every countable non-standard model of WKL, has a proper initial part 
isomorphic to itself. This theorem enables us to carry out non-standard arguments over WKL,. 
1. Introduction 
In the 196Os, D. Scott [9] proved that the set of standard parts of definable (without 
parameters) subsets of a non-standard model M of PA forms an o-model of a weak 
subsystem of second-order arithmetic WKLo, though he used a slightly different 
terminology there. The system WKLo was first introduced by Harvey Friedman as 
RCA0 (= the axioms of ordered semirings + Cp induction + A: comprehension) plus 
weak Kiinig’s lemma: every infinite tree of sequences of O’s and l’s has an infinite 
path. Friedman also defined the notion of standard system (i.e. the set 
of standard parts of coded subsets of a non-standard model) and other related 
concepts, with which he proved a number of important theorems on models of 
first- and second-order arithmetic. Among others, he has shown that if I is a 
semiregular cut (cf. [S]) of a countable non-standard model of primitive recursive 
arithmetic PRA, then (I, S,) /= WKLo where S1 is the set of M-coded subsets of I. 
Using this result, he proved that every IZ,” theorem of WKLo is already provable 
in PRA. 
In the meantime, the importance of WKL,, has been well established through the 
development of the program of Reverse Mathematics. Within WKLo, one can easily 
show that the Cantor space (0, 11” is compact and the closed unit interval [0, l] 
is compact (the Heine-Bore1 theorem), and infact, each of these theorems turns out 
to be equivalent to WKLo over RCAo. By virtue of compactness, mathematics 
developed in WKLo is much richer than that in RCA0 or in PRA. However, 
by Friedman’s conservation theorem, these three systems are essentially equivalent 
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with respect o the consistency issue. This phenomenon is often regarded as a partial 
realization of Hilbert’s program. For further information on Reverse Mathematics, 
see [lo, 11-j. 
Now, we are interested in a converse to Friedman’s theorem about models of 
WKLo embedded in a countable model of PRA. We will prove in this paper that for 
any countable model (M, S) of WKLo, there exists an end-extension M’ of M such that 
M’ is a model of first-order arithmetic ZC1 (= the axioms of ordered semirings + C1 
induction) and S is the set of Ml-coded subsets of M. Once this is established, taking 
M’ as an external universe, one can carry out some of popular non-standard argu- 
ments over WKL,,. 
Our main theorem, indeed, asserts that any countable non-standard model (M, S) of 
WKLo is isomorphic to a proper initial part (I, S /Z) of itself where S IZ = {Xn I: 
X E S}. By using C,O induction, we can easily show that S /Z is the same as the set S, of 
M-coded subsets of I. Thus, merely thinking that (I, S 1 I) is given instead of (M, S) at 
the beginning, we may conclude that any countable model of WKLo is a set of coded 
subsets of a model of ZC1. This is a generalization of the self-embedding theorem for 
the system ZC1, due to Ressayre [6,7] (see also [l, 2]), which was an improvement of 
Friedman’s theorem about Peano arithmetic [3]. Note that the self-embedding 
theorem for ZC1 is deducible from ours, since every countable model of ZC, can be 
extended to a model of WKLo with the same first-order part by Harrington’s forcing 
argument. Also notice that a weaker system such as RCA0 does not have this 
property, since (I, S,) becomes a model of WKLo whenever it satisfies Cp induction. 
2. The self-embedding theorem 
In this section, we prove our main theorem that every countable non-standard 
model of WKLo has a proper initial part isomorphic to itself. The following argument 
depends much on Ressayre [6,7]. To omit some details, we will make our proof 
parallel to a neat exposition of Ressayre’s theorem in [4, Ch. IV, Section 2(d)]. 
Throughout this section, we fix a countable non-standard model I/ = (M, S) of 
WKLo, where M is its first-order part and S consists of subsets of (the underlying set 
of) M. We may also regard I/ as a structure with the successor, addition and 
multiplication as relations. In such a relational anguage, say L2, we can easily handle 
any initial part of I/ as its substructure. 
To begin with, we define the generalized .Tp formulas or simply G formulas. Since 
they are defined by simple recursion, it is possible to construct them in V. 
Definition 2.1. An L2 formula is said to be G, if it is a finite disjunction of negated and 
unnegated atomic formulas. For a natural number e, we inductively define 
G 4e+1= {W: 4 is a finite conjunction of G,, formulas} u Gbe, 
G 4e+2 = {Vx < ~4: 4 is a finite disjunction of Gbe+ 1formulas)uG,,+,, 
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G 4e+ 3 = { 3xip: t#~ is a finite conjunction of GCpt Z formulas) u Gbp+ 2, 
G 4e+2 = jVX4: # is a finite disjunction of G4e+3 formulas) uG~~+~, 
where x and y denote arbitrary distinct number variables, and X an arbitrary set 
variable. Then, we define the set G of generalized ~~fortnulas by 
Within WKLo, using the compactness theorem for the trees, one can show that 
each C formula is equivalent o a C: formula (cf. Exercise 16-9 in [8]). Since there is 
a C$’ satisfaction predicate for CF formulas, a satisfaction predicate for G formulas can 
be defined as a ZF relation. That is to say, there is a CF formula Sat@, Z?,g) such that 
for any G formula 4, WKLo/- $(J,~) +-+ Sat{ r #I ,x’, 2). However, this does not 
necessarily mean that Sat(z,Z,z) plays the role of a satisfaction predicate for all the 
G formulas in I/, since there are non-standard formulas in 1/‘. For our purpose, we 
need a more elaborated definition of a CF satisfaction relation, which meets the 
conditions of Tarski’s truth definition for the G formulas in f/. This will be given in 
Definition 2.2 after some necessary notation is introduced. 
First of all, for p e M, let MP = (aEM: M/==a<p), S,={X~M,:XES~ and 
VP = (MP, S,). In v, we can define, as a dy relation, the full satisfaction predicate 
TP(z, <f for VP, where z is a code for a formula fii and < is a finite mapping to evaluate 
the free variables in $ by elements of MPuSP. If a formula +(2,x) has only free 
variables den_oted and if s(x’) = d in MP and c(z) = u in S,, then TrP( [#I, 5) 
++ VP/= r#@, U) holds in V. Moreover, we may assume that TrP satisfies the Tarski 
clauses for all formulas in t7 (cf. Theorem IV.226 in [4]). To modify their proof for our 
case, we only need notice that each set in S, can be encoded by a number less than 2p in 
the obvious way, and thus all the quantifiers in C$ are interpreted as bounded 
numerical quantifiers in V. Also, we can easily show that if TrP(z, 5) and p’ > p, then 
TrP’(z, t) as well (cf. Theorem IV.228 in [4]). 
Detixrition 2.2, The satisfaction relation Tr(z, <) for -7 E G is defined by 
Tr(z, 0 e %J Tr%, 5 F v,t, 
where < 1 VP is obtained from < by restricting its values to VP. To be more precise, 
assuming p is greater than any t(x), we set 5 f V,(x) = 5(x) and 4 f V,(X) = C(X) 1 A$. 
For the sake of simplicity, we will just write Trp(z, <) for TP(z, 5 r VP), 
Lemma 2.3 (in V). The relation Tr(a, 5) satisfies the Tut-ski dames for G.f~~~~~as. 
Proof. If z is a negated or unnegated atomic formula, Tr(z, <) obviously reflects the 
truth of z under the evafuation & The other cases are treated as follows. If z is a finite 
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disjunction of other G formulas, say Vi < ~ zi, then 
e il!o 3~ TrVi, 5) * i\4/, Tr(zi, 0 
The case z = 3xz’, 3x2’ can be treated similarly. If z is in the form Ai < a zi, then 
Tr(i/JaZipE) * 9Trp(i/Jozi,i) * 3pibaTrP(zi,<) 
o i?, 3p Tr’(zi, <) ( e= is easy. = follows from Cp collection) 
* JO Tr(zi, <). 
Similar for Vx < yz’. Finally, if z is in the form VXz’, then 
Tr(VXz’, 5) 9 3p Trp(VXz’, 5) o 3p VU T?‘(z), g u {(X, U))) 
* tl U 3p TrP(z’, c u {(X, U)>) ( a is easy. C= by compactness, 
cf. Exercise 16-9 in [S]) 
* v U Tr(z’, 5 u {(X, Wf), 
where <u ((X, U)> is the extension of 5 which assigns the value U to variable X. q 
Lemma 2.4 (in V). For each e and each euffluat~on ( of~n~te set of uar~ab~es, there is 
a p such that for each G,formula z with only the free variables associated with 5. 
‘Wz,S) * TrP(z,O. 
Proof. Let 5 be an evaluation map. First, we can easily show by induction on e that 
there exist only finitely many G, formulas with no repetitions of the same formula 
in a conjunction or disjunction and whose free variables are all in the finite domain 
of <. Then, the existence of such a p as in the lemma follows from Cp induction 
(or SC1 [4]). II 
Definition 2.5. Let < and t’ be two evaluation mappings with the same domain. Then 
we define 
Ref,P(t, 5’) cfr for each G, formula z with only the free variables associated 
with 5, Tr(z, 5) =j TrP(z, 5’). 
Notice that in the above definition, Tr(z, <) * TrP(z, t’) is a one-way relation, and 
the following lemma would not hold if it were replaced by Tr(z, {) * TrPfz, <). 
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Lemma 2.6 (in V). Asstlme RefT(f, 5’). 
(1) I$e = 4tl + 1 then 
\da 3a’ < p Refz_,(Su [(y,a)J, {‘u{(y,a’)j), 
where y is a variable not in the domain of 5. 
(2) lf e = 4d + 2 then for each numerical variable x in the domain oft, 
tJa’ < 5’(x) 3a < K-d R&- I (t u {(y, a)>, i”‘u (( ~,a’))), 
~lhe~~ y is a l~uriab~~ not in the domajn of<. 
(3) Zfe = 4d + 3 then 
VU JU’Ref,P_,(~u{(Y,U)}, t’u{(Y,U’))), 
where Y is a variable not in the domain of 5. 
(4) Ife=4d+4 then 
‘v’U’XJ Refk,(5u((Y,U)j, <‘uf(Y,U’))), 
where Y is a z~ariab~e not in the domain of<. 
Proof. Let 5, t be given so that Reff(<, 5’) holds. 
(1) Fix any a E M. Then let 2 be the set of all z E G,_ I such that Tr(z, 5 u ((y, a)>) 
holds and z includes no redundancies, and that the free variables of z are either y or in 
the domain of 4. As in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we can see that Z is finite in the sense of 
V, and so its existence is ensured by Cp induction or the finite (Cf-CA) [lo]. We now 
let z’ = 3y /IzEz z. Since z’ E C;, and Tr(z’, <), we have TrP(z’, 5’) by the assumption. 
Hence, there exists an a’ -C p such that for each z E Z, TrP(z, s’u ((y,a’)j). This 
completes the proof of (1). 
(2) Suppose a’ < t’(x). By way of contradiction, we assume that for each a < t(x), 
there exists a G,_ 1 formula z such that Tr(z, [u{(y,a’)]) and --IT@@, ~u{(y,a’))). 
Now let Z be the set of all z E G,_ 1 such that iTrP(z, t’u ((y, a’)>) holds, z includes no 
redundancies, and that its free variables are either y or in the domain of [. Again, 2 is 
finite in the sense of V and exists by the finite (Cf-CA). Then we let z’ = Vy < x Vzez z 
in C;,. Since for each a < c(x), there exists a z E Z such that Tr(z, { u ((y, a’)}), we have 
Tr(z’, t), and so TrP(z’, 5’) by the assumption. Hence, for a’ < t’(x), there must be 
z E 2 such that Tr”(z, 5 u ((y, a’)>), w ic contradicts the definition of Z. h h 
(3) This can be shown in the same way as (1). 
(4) Let U’ be given. Let 2 be the finite set of all z E G,_ 1 such that 
1 TrP(z, 5’~ (( Y, U’)]) and the usual conditions on the form of z hold. We then let z’ 
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be the G, formula ‘d Y Vz E z z. Now, if the statement of (4) were denied with this U’, for 
each U, there would exist a z E 2 such that Tr(z, t u {(Y, U)}), hence we would have 
Tr(z’, [), so TrP(z’, 5’) which contradicts the definition of Z. 0 
Before going into the main theorem, it may be helpful to think about some special 
cases in the above lemma. For instance, let us consider the case that U’ is the singleton 
{p- l)in(4).Th en, what U does satisfy Ref,P_ 1 (5 u {( Y, U)}, t’u ((Y, U’)})? Let z(Y) 
be the G5 formula 3x 3y(x < y A x E Y). Since TrP(z(Y), (Y, U’)) does not hold, 
neither does Tr(z(Y), (Y, U)), which means that U must be the empty set 8. Now, if 
z’(Y) is the G5 formula 3x(x E Y), we have TrP(z’( Y), (Y, U’)) but 1 Tr(z’( Y), (Y, U)), 
which explains why Tr(z,S) + TrP(z,5’) must be a one-way relation in 
Definition 2.5. 
Main Theorem 2.7. Let V = (M, S) be a countable non-standard model of WKLo. Take 
any q E M. Then there exists a proper initial part V r I = (I, S 1 Z) of V with q E I and an 
isomorphism f: V --+ V r I with V, jixed. 
Proof. Suppose V = (M, S) is a countable non-standard model of WKLo and q E M. 
Since V, is finite in V, we can consider an evaluation map to which assigns all the 
numbers and sets in V, to different variables. Choose any non-standard number 
e E M. By Lemma 2.4, there exists a p such that for each G, formula z with only the free 
variables associated with to, 
Tr(z, 50) * TrP(z, to). 
We will make repeated use of Lemma 2.6 (a back-and-forth argument) to construct 
two w-sequences of evaluations &, c tI c ... c & c ... and 5; (=&) c 5; c 
. . . c 5; c ..‘) k E cc), such that Reff_,(&, 5;) for each k E co, and Uk range(&) = V, 
lJk range(&) = a desired initial part of V. For this construction, we fix the enumer- 
ation of V, say M = (ai: i E u}, S = { Ui: i E w}. 
Now, we proceed by cases as follows. 
Case 1: e - k = 4d + 1. Let a be the first ai E M-range(&), and a’ < p be given by 
Lemma 2.6. Also let y be a new variable not in the domain of r. Then put 
5k+l = 5ku{(y,a)} and 4;+1 = Gu{(y,a’)). 
Case 2: e - k = 4d + 2. Suppose that &(x0) is the greatest among &(x)‘s (with 
respect o the order in M), where x’s are in the domain of 5. Then let a’ be the first 
ai E M-range(&) such that ai < &(x0), and a < &(x0) given by Lemma 2.6. Letting 
y be a new variable, we set &+ 1 = &u {(y, a)} and 4;+ 1 = 5; u {(y, a’)}. 
Case 3: e - k = 4d + 3. Let U be the first Ui E S such that Ui is different from each 
set in range(&) on the numbers in range(&). Let U’ be given by Lemma 2.6. Then we 
put &+l = &u{(Y, U)} and &+r = &u{(Y, U’)}, where Y is a new variable. 
Case 4: e - k = 4d + 4. Let U’ be the first Ui E S such that Vi is different from any 
set in range(&) on the numbers in range(&). Let U be given by Lemma 2.6. Then we 
set &+ r = &u {(Y, U)} and &+ 1 = 4; u ((Y, U’)}, where Y is a new variable. 
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From the above construction, it is obvious that for each k E w, Refi-J&, 5;). It is 
also clear from Cases 1 and 3 that Uk range(&) = (M, S). Case 2 ensures that the set 
I of a’s in Uk range(&) becomes an initial segment of M. Then Case 4 guarantees that 
Uk range(&) = (I, S r I). Finally, we will see by induction that for each k, & and 5; are 
injective. In Case 1, we first extend an injection & to an injection tk+ 1, and then 
extend an injection 5; to a function &+ 1 such that Ref:_,_,(&+ i, <;+ i). Since the 
injectiveness of &+ 1 is expressed by a Go formula with parameters from tk+ i, the 
same formula with parameters replaced by the corresponding elements of 5;+ 1 must 
be true, thus &+ 1 is also injective. The other cases can be treated similarly. Therefore, 
Uk & and Uk 5; are also injective, hence f = (Uk lb) c (lJk tk))’ is a bijection from 
I/ and V r Z. Clearly, f is identical on V,. Finally, f is an isomorphism, since 
Refi(Sk, 4;) for each k. This completes the proof. 0 
3. Applications 
The main theorem provides us with certain non-standard methods to develop 
ordinary mathematics within WKLc. We glance here at some examples from intro- 
ductory part of analysis. The fuller study of such applications, however, is too 
involved a subject to be treated here. 
First of all, we fix a countable non-standard model V = (M, S) of WKLO, in which 
we are going to develop real analysis. By our main theorem, I/ has an initial part 
isomorphic to itself. Since the initial part and I/ are isomorphic to each other, they 
may be regarded as I/ and its extension, respectively. Then, let * V = (*M, *S) denote 
an isomorphic extension of I/. 
For the sake of brevity, we confine ourselves to the closed unit interval [0, 11. Let an 




Now, there are two common ways to introduce operations on [0, l] in the context of 
second-order arithmetic. One is to encode them as continuous functions defined later. 
The other is to regard them as predicates. In either way, even addition cannot have 
a simple (or uniformly recursive) definition. If the definition of reals is modified as in 
[lo] or [ 111, addition and some other operations may be defined more easily, but still 
not the others. In fact, many kinds of computation over the reals, e.g., finding the 
inverse of a non-singular matrix or finding the zeros of a polynomial, are difficult to be 
treated in such ways mainly because the equality on the reals is not A: whichever 
definition of the reals is adopted. 
Now, we have the third way. Let *I’, be an initial part of *I’ which includes I/. Then 
operations on [0, l] s V can be defined as the restriction of a function on *V, to I’. 
Obviously, all the reals in *V, are coded by non-standard natural numbers (< 2g) in 
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*I’. Thus, computation over the reals in I/ can be treated as computation over 
non-standard natural numbers in *V. For instance, the sum of two reals in I/ is 
obtained by restricting the sum of the corresponding reals in *V, to I/. 
We now proceed to the definition of continuous functions. A set F of pairs of finite 
sequences of O’s and l’s is a code for a continuous partial function f from [0, l] to 
itself if the following conditions hold: 
(1) if (s, t) E F and (s, t’) E F, then t extends t’ or t’ extends t; 
(2) if (s, t) E F and s’ extends s, then (s’, t) E F; 
(3) if (s, t) E F and t extends t’, then (s, t’) E F. 
For a sequence s with length lb(s), we set 
Then, (s, t) E F intuitively means that the image of open interval (as, b,) via f is 
included in the closed interval [a,, b,]. Finally, we write f(x) = y iff for each finite 
initial segment  of the characteristic function of y, there exists a finite initial segment 
s of the characteristic function of x such that (s, t) E F. 
Suppose that F is a code for a “total” continuous function in V. Let *F be a 
set of *I/ such that F = *F n V. Since “F is a code for a continuous function” 
is a ZIF predicate, by overspill, there is a P$M such that *F satisfies the above 
three conditions for all the binary sequences with length < p. Fix such a p and let 
Seq(p) be the set of binary sequences with length p. We then define the function *f on 
Seq(p) by 
*f(s”) = the longest sequence f such that (5, t”) E *F and lh(t”) 6 p. 
It is clear from conditions (1) and (2) that this function is well-defined. It is also 
obvious that for each go Seq(p), the length of *f(5) is not in M, since f is total. 
Finally, we will show a key fact: for each s” E Seq(p), 
f(s”n M) = *f(5) n M. 
Let y =f(s”n M). Choose any finite initial segment t of the characteristic function of y. 
Then, there exists a finite initial segment s of the characteristic function of s”n M such 
that (s, t) E F. Hence, we have (5, t) E *F by condition (2) of the definition of continu- 
ous partial functions. Thus, t must be an initial segment of *f(5) by condition (l), hence 
also is y since t is chosen as an arbitrary initial segment of y. This completes the proof 
of the above key fact. 
By virtue of this fact, we can enjoy a popular non-standard method for proving 
some basic properties of continuous functions on [0, 11. For instance, it is quite easy 
to show that a continuous function on [0, l] attains a maximal value. For if *f is 
maximal at ? E Seq(p), f attains a maximal value *f(g) n M at Sn M. Further applica- 
tions will appear in a future publication. 
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